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Television Cultures

The Dispersal of Quality TV
and Complex Narrative

Recap of this 
section of the

 course

-various competing/complimentary 
discourses of ‘quality tv’
-quality as a brand differentiation 
strategy (e.g. HBO) 
-‘quality tv’ as a category reinvents 
genre, or is transgenre
-tv & narrative: the episodic vs 
serial; arguments re gender & 
narrative; story/character arcs and 
resolutions 
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In 2000, The West Wing opened its episode 
“What a Day This Has Been” with a hard-to-
comprehend scene that concludes with a 
moment of tension, with the rest of the 
episode flashing back to lead up to and 
explain that climactic moment—I remember 
being struck by how atypical the device was, 
especially for such a fairly “realistic” show, 
but today such a device is practically a 
cliché.

Jason Mittel, Complex TV
http://mediacommons.futureofthebook.org/
mcpress/complextelevision/introduction/Introduction 

to Week 9

What is 
‘complex 

narrative’?

At its most basic level, narrative complexity 
redefines episodic forms under the influence of 
serial narration—not necessarily a complete 
merger of episodic and serial forms, but a 
shifting balance. Rejecting the need for plot 
closure within every episode that typifies 
conventional episodic form, narrative complexity 
foregrounds ongoing stories across a range of 
genres ... Complex television employs a range 
of serial techniques, with the underlying 
assumption that a series is a cumulative 
narrative that builds over time, rather than 
resetting back to a steady-state equilibrium at 
the end of every episode.

Jason Mittel, Complex TV
http://mediacommons.futureofthebook.org/
mcpress/complextelevision/complexity/



Some shows 
referred to in 

this way 
(outside of 

HBO)

-24 (2001-2010); Arrested 
Development (2003-2006), Fox
-Battlestar Galactica (2003-2009), 
Sky-Sci-Fi
-Sons of Anarchy (2008-); Justified 
(2010-) - FX
-Breaking Bad (2008-2013); The 
Walking Dead (2010-); The Killing 
(2011-2012) - AMC
-Dexter (2006-), Weeds (2005  
-2012) Showtime

narratively 
complex 

shows have a 
(tv) history 

Current shows (2000 onwards):

•build on innovative shows from the 1970s 
forwards
•key prototypes featured in the 1990s (e.g. 
X-Files, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, The 
Sopranos)



quality tv

•attribution of authorship (writer-producer 
auteur)

•large budgets

•ability to represent difficult/adult/previously 
taboo or likely-to-be-censored subjects

•promiscuous approach to genre

•emphasis on building immersive storyworlds

•slow plot development (compared to 
conventional episodic tv)

•character-centred

•availability of paratexts, e.g. dvd special 
features

•experimentation with extended modes of 
audience engagement - e.g. transmedia, dvd

Case Study:
Mad Men

•AMC - basic cable

•5 seasons to date, 2007-

•Creator: Matthew Weiner

•An improbable success? (i.e. a 
script shopped around for 7 years 
then produced by a channel with no 
track record in original drama etc)
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HOW TO GO ABOUT IT? The task requires you to analyse the selected program in two overlapping 
but distinct ways:

-Firstly, you need to consider the program in terms of its broader generic features and categorization 
(i.e., you must engage with the debates on the application of the concept of genre to television as 
covered in class and any relevant Course readings). In what broad ways does the program textually 
articulate its belonging to a particular genre? This part of your analysis should be mindful of, and 
reflect upon, the broader formal context in which your selected program operates – i.e., its contextual 
relation to a ‘series’; to the notion of ‘seriality’ (if applicable); to scheduling (if applicable); and to a 
particular imagined audience or audiences.

-Secondly, you are required to provide a detailed shot by shot analysis of a short extract from the 
episode (no longer than 2 minutes). You will need to think through the extract in terms of the 
particular representational strategies it employs – its use of sound, camera techniques , mode of 
address to the viewer, mise-en-scene, editing and so on (see the Glen Creeber reading on shot-by-
shot analysis on Blackboard for help with this). How do these specific elements and textual strategies 
contribute to the construction of the show’s narrative themes and generic identity?

Group presentation
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Creeber and 
‘close reading’

•Camerawork

•Lighting

•Editing

•Sound and music

•Graphics

•Mise en scene

•Casting

•Setting and costume

•Make-up

•Action

•Dialogue

•Ideological Codes



Categorising
Mad Men

•Why is it ‘quality TV’?

•Genre - Is it more than a ‘period 
drama’?

•How is it an example of ‘narrative 
complexity’?

Production 
History

Matthew Weiner 
- worked in broadcast tv
-sent his script for the pilot of MM to 
David Chase (The Sopranos) in 
2002
-Chase mentored him and employed 
him on The Sopranos (an avenue for 
‘depth and complexity’ as well as 
‘commercial success’)



Industrial 
Context

AMC (American Movie Classics)

Programming adjustments have resulted in the decline of 
AMC’s brand identity, but its descent into a muddled brand 
name has, in the twenty-first century, paralleled its most 
creative moment. The history of AMC thus calls into question 
the power of the brand and its connection to quality TV.

Deborah L. Jaramillo, ‘AMC: Stumbling 
Towards a New Canon’ (2012)

•basic cable

•original brand identity (1984-1994)
linked to establishing the notion of 
‘classic film’ (c.f. premium cable - new 
films)

•2006 onwards - growth in original 
programming

What’s it
about ?

A storyworld called ‘the 1960s’ ...



Re-imagining the 
1960s

•a concern with the 1960s as seen 
retrospectively

•an intervention in the myth-making/
popular history and imagery of the period

•generational differences are important 
(Roger Sterling, Don Draper, Peggy Olson)

•the 1960s as a moment of profound 
change (particularly in terms of gender/
race&civil rights/youth and pop culture, 
consumerism and ascendancy of 
advertising industry) ... but represented 
here through a specific social/political 
lens?
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Thus, when we witness the casual sexism and 
racism – as well as nearly every other form of 
discrimination that boils down to the main 
characters’ default suspicion of anyone unlike 
themselves – we regard the characters as 
dinosaurs unaware of the coming ice age. In 
the first season, we watch Sterling Cooper 
make assumptions about Nixon’s victory 
knowing how deluded they are about both the 
politician and America’s future. There is an 
interesting dynamic inherent in watching 
characters who experience themselves as 
modern, but, inevitably, feel dated to us – from 
our privileged perch in the 21st century, the 
characters of Sterling Cooper will be forced to 
adapt or become extinct.

Jason Mittel, ‘On Disliking Mad Men’

Pivotal issue
re how the text 

positions & 
works this 
contrast 

between then 
and now
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Pivotal issue
re how the text 

positions & 
works this 
contrast 

between then 
and now

Function of irony in relation to our privileged 
contemporary perspective?

Does the show ideologically reassure us 
that the struggles of the time (particularly in 
terms of gender and race) have led America 
in to a better more equitable present ... or 
does it question and make us uneasy about 
this celebratory construction of the past?

(Consider today’s screening and the 
commentary on nostalgia - Don’s pitch 
about the slide carousel as a time 
machine) .
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Opening Credits
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•visual referencing of iconic Hitchcock/
Saul Bass material from late 1950s

•head and shoulders/silhouette of Don 
Draper from the back emphasising 
combination of mystery, (anti-)heroic 
stereotype

•emphasis on lines, surfaces, ‘flatness’ 
of representations

•sets up central narrative arc/theme

•debate about similarity to ‘falling man’ 
9/11 generally misses the point about 
the deeper allegory presented by the 
show about living in a post-9/11 moment

•theme music (RJD2) - ‘cut-and-paste 
hi-hop’ - sampling the past ...

20
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Serial television is ultimately a character-
centered form, as we need to care about the 
people we’re spending time with in order to 
justify the hours of viewing and weeks of 
anticipation endemic to the form. Since Mad 
Men‘s slow-moving plot lacks the suspenseful 
cliff-hangers that often drive serial narratives ... 
our investment in the storyworld is lodged in 
the characters’ struggles and motivations.

Jason Mittel, ‘On Disliking Mad Men’

Character
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Key 
characters

Don Draper

[Season One]
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Don 
Draper

•lead character - anti-hero (our intro 
to him in the pilot is not flattering)

•played by Jon Hamm (virtually 
unknown outside series; particular 
historical look - Gary Cooper?)

•pilot episode and first season holds 
back details of his identity/backstory 
(uses flashback to reveal)

•classic American tale of reinvention 
of self
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Don 
Draper

In the pilot episode:

•we get a layered and complex portrait of Don’s 
progressive/retrograde politics 

e.g. talking to the Black waiter in the opening 
scene about the cigarettes he smokes; trying to 
protect Peggy Olsen from the predatory 
attentions of Pete Smith; visiting the beatnik 
Midge (advertising illustrator)

VS

walking out of meeting with Rachel (because of 
her assertion of agency)

•finishes with an ordinary but shocking 
revelation given what we have so far seen of his 
actions - directs the audience to a ‘preferred 
meaning’
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Don leaves work
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Don 
Draper

Intertextuality:

-show contains a dense web of intertextual 
references to 60s media, politics etc

-acknowledges the media-savvy and saturated 
audience of today via this?

Example:

•Don’s ‘morality’

•Series makes knowing references to influence 
of Ayn Rand (Bert Cooper is always handing out 
copies of her novels).

•Several critics have noted the strong 
resemblance to Rand characters

•Brings the show in to the present - knowledge 
of Alan Greenspan connection
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Adam Curtis, ‘Watched over by machines of ever loving grace’

http://vimeo.com/27393748

See brief opening sequence after the credits of this doco for 
a short account of the work of Rand, including an interview 
excerpt

28

Don and Rachel: restaurant meeting
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Key 
characters

Pete Campbell

[Image removed for copyright reasons]
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Pete Smith - our introduction
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•The women are - for the most part - more 
interesting as characters in this show (in an 
ongoing sense)

•Contrast between the equally capable, 
‘wholesome’ Peggy and ‘knowing’ Joan 
(sustained particularly well over 5 seasons)

•Pilot - Peggy ends up in bed with Pete (whom 
seems the most awful guy in the office) at the 
end of her first day - after having visited in her 
lunch break a doctor recommended by Joan in 
order to get a contraceptive prescription at the 
end of her first day. Poor plotting and character 
motivation or a kind of ‘madness’?

See Mimi White, ‘Mad Women’ in Mad Men: Dream Come 
True TV, 2011, Ed. Gary R. Edgerton
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Key 
characters

Peggy Olsen

[Image removed for copyright reasons]
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Key 
characters

Joan Harris

[Image removed for copyright reasons]
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The Office - Peggy’s first day



Visual style

•Saturation of the mise en scene with historical signifiers 
(costume, props) - a number of ‘overstuffed spaces’ in order to 
drown at any anachronistic noise

•Set design - a feature is the oppressive rectangularity of the 
grid of the fluorescent lighting in the office (signifies an 
environment which traps/constrains individuals)

•Predominance of low-angle shots (i.e. below character 
eyeline) that incorporate the ceiling

•Use of visual vocabulary of classic cinema [not TV] of the era 
(i.e. no steadicam/handheld - mostly tracking/dolly shots for 
mobile frame), pilot shot on 35mm film

•Editing - more contemporaneous in terms of speed of 
changes between shots.

•Overall: emulating 1960s film style in a way ... ‘that 
showcases historical specificity and urges us to engage with 
it’ - not just a pastiche?

See Jeremy G Butler, ‘Smoke Gets in Your Eyes: 
Historicizing Visual Style in Mad Men’ in Mad Men: Dream 
Come True TV, 2011, Ed. Gary R. Edgerton
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Key 
characters

Betty Draper/Francis

[Image removed for copyright reasons]
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Season 1

Key narrative/character arcs:

•Don Draper’s mysterious identity; his repeated infidelity; the 
the arrival of his brother, Adam whom he rejects; Pete 
Campbell’s attempt to blackmail him when discovering his 
background and reinvention of self (by assuming the identity of 
another soldier killed in action in the Korean war)

•Betty Draper’s unhappiness/breakdown, psychotherapy (which 
Don ‘monitors’) 

•Peggy Olsen’s recognition of her copywriting talents; her fling 
with Pete Campbell; her weight gain; the relaxicisor

•Roger Sterling’s heart attack ... previous affair with Joan 
Harris ...

•Sterling Cooper’s (the advertising firm) struggles and 
successes at a particular historical moment (e.g.1960 
presidential election - backing the loser, Nixon)



Blog entry

Write a post in relation to this 
week’s screening.

Choose any aspect of the 
program and provide your 
own close textual analysis 
(e.g. a character OR the 
setting OR the narrative 
organisation of the episode 
OR key theme). 

Screening

Mad Men, Season 1 
Episode 13 ‘The Wheel’


